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Abstract 
In this paper we discus the existence and classification problem both for nonstable and for 
stable monomorphism between given vector bundles. The singularity method supplies invariants 
(complet in a metastable dimension range), together with methods how to compute them. Particular 
attention is also paid to stabilization, e.g., to the question how many different nonstable homotopy 
classes of monomorphism lie in a stable one. 
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0. Introduction and statement of results 
Throughout this paper let Q and 0 be (real) vector bundles of dimensions a and n, 
respectively, 0 < a < TZ, over a closed smooth connected n-dimensional manifold M # 0. 
We will be concerned with deciding whether CY can occur as a subbundle of p and, if so, 
in how many different ways. 
Nonstable existence question. When is there a (vector bundle) monomorphism from a 
to p? 
Stable existence question. When is there a monomorphism from LY @ RN to 0 $ RN 
(where N > O)? 
01; equivalently, given any fixed vector bundle y of strictly positive dimension over 
M, when is there a monomorphism from cy @ y to p $ y? 
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Questions of this type comprise, c.g., a-planelicld and immersability problems and 
have recently attracted much renewed interest. 
Assume for the moment that thcrc is a (generic) vector bundle homomorphism 
which has rank > a - 1 at all points of M. If the rank equals n everywhere, u is the 
desired monomorphism. Thus the difliculty centers obviously around the singularity 
S = { IC E M 1 ker(u, : (Y, + pJ:) has dimension 1) 
where u fails to be injectivc. Generically, S is a smooth closed (CL - 1).dimensional 
manifold which is naturally equipped with the following two important data (cf. [5, 
Section 21): 
(i) a map CJ from S into the projcctification P(tr) (i.e., the space of all lines through 
the origin in any of the fibers) of the vector bundle ru-this map keeps track of the kernel 
bundle of u in N / S and of the way S sits in M; and 
(ii) a (stable) vector bundle isomorphism 
h:TSBSy*(@+) “y*(F) (0.1) 
which expresses the stable normal bundle v(S) of S as a pullback of the virtual vector 
bundle 
CD=@+ -CT = X@B- (Xc3nCRTM) (0.2) 
over P(O) (where X denotes the canonical line bundle). 
The class of (S: 9, h) in the “normal bordism group” of such triples defines the invariant 
w(cy, /3) := [IS, y, /L] E R,_, (r(G); CD). (0.3) 
Actually, a standard resolution procedure makes the assumption on the minimum rank of 
u unnecessary. Therefore LJ(CY: p) is an always welldefined obstruction to the existence 
of a (“nonstable”) monomorphism CY + /5’. 
Similarly, WC obtain the obstruction 
wS’(a, p) := [S, gst> h] E nap, (F x AT; @) (0.4) 
to the existence of a (“stable”) monomorphism CY % RN -+ [j CD RN. Here !lSt forgets 
how the kernel bundle of u lies in CY and instead classifies the underlying abstract line 
bundle. 
In the metastable range these invariants give a full answer to our existence questions: 
Theorem 1 (see [5, 3.71; compare also [12, S.l]). Assume n > 2~. Then there exists a 
monomorphism cy + 0 (or CY ifi\ RN + p it3 RN: N > 0 respectively) if and only if 
~(a, ,0) (or w”‘((Y, ,B) respectively) vanishes. 
To get a better understanding of the singularity invariant (in general dimensions) con- 
sider the following commuting diagram: 
w(cy,P) E Q*(P(cr);@) zj”‘(~,p) E On,(Pa x M;@) (0.5) 
“I--..__/ 
w(cL P) E fl*(P(o); @) 
Here f forgets the vector bundle isomorphism h: v(S) ” g*(G) and retains only the 
induced isomorphism h: [s 2 & of orientation line bundles (e.g., if the coefficient 
bundle @ happens to be trivial, this is the transition from framed to oriented bordism). 
Such forgetful homomorphisms fit into exact sequences which constitute a useful tool, 
e.g., for the computation of low-dimensional normal bordism groups (see [5, Theorem 
9.31). 
In the existence part of this paper our purpose is twofold. 
(i) Express the vanishing of the “weak obstructions” 
w(o, 0) := f(iJ(% 0,) 
and 
(0.6) 
w”‘(cu, 4) := f(d(q P,) (0.7) 
in terms of wellknown classical invariants (mainly characteristic lasses). This is achieved 
to a large extend in Theorems 2, 5 and 6 below and their corollaries. 
(ii) Calculate (at least in a representative sample case, cf. Theorem 8) the kernel of f 
(which is always finite, cf. [5, 9.11). Occasionally this kernel is even trivial and the exis- 
tence questions for monomorphisms can be answered entirely in terms of Stiefel-Whitney 
and Euler classes. However, sometimes ker f is nontrivial (but small) and contains some 
potentionally very delicate extra obstructions (often in &). One of the main motivations 
for writing this paper was to point out precisely when to expect such extra obstructions. 
Hopefully this type of information may give decisive hints to experts of other methods 
(e.g., Postnikov decompositions, KR-theory .) and inspire them to contribute to the 
complete solution of the existence problem. 
Throughout this paper we will make use of the auxiliary virtual vector bundle 
~:=/&a-TM (0.8) 
over M and of its orientation line bundle ET]. If a = n(2), then there is a canonical 
homomorphism 
F* : f2* (P” x M; @) t n, (M; 77) 
induced by the projection 7r 
We will prove in Section I: 
Theorem 2. The weak stable singularity obstruction W”(CY, p) vmnishes precisely if the 
(mod 2) Stiejtil-Whitney classes IU~,(~ ~ rx) are zero,for all integers i > i(n - a) and, 
in case u E n(2), also ??,@“‘(a, 0)) = 0. 
Moreovec always 2 C”‘(CY, ,O) = 0. 
Corollary 3. Assume that one of the jXowing holds. 
(i) a $ n(2); or 
(ii) a < 5; or 
(iii) TUI(~) = 0 and the torsion of H, (M; Z) consists of elements of order 2. 
Then W”(CY, p) = 0 if and only f th e classical primary obstructions 
o,(P cis a’) t H’(“, {+ (XV,-,(F))}) 
(to jinding N + I lineurly independent sections in Y c+) (Y’) vanishjor all j > n, - a (cf. 
[lo, Section 121; here 0 CD N ’ denotes a (j + N)-plane bundle representing # - cy E 
E(M), N >> 0). 
Corollary 4. The (full) stuble singularity obstruction w”‘(Q, p) is always an element qf 
jinite order in the normal bordism gro[Lp fI,,_ 1 (P” x M; @). 
After having examined the weak stable obstruction W”(CI’, /?), let us now compare it 
to the weak nonstable obstruction w(tu, 3). We will prove in Section 2: 
Theorem 5. Assume that n is odd or 1~1 (fl) # ~11 (IV). Then ~(cy, p) = 0 fand only if 
wS’(CY, p) = 0. 
Also, consider the remaining “cast z” when ?J, is even and WI (0) = 7q (M). Here 
we can fix an isomorphism of orientation line bundles & ” <AT and count the (isolated) 
zeroes of a generic section of the II,-plane bundle /J with %-signs to get the welldefined 
integer e(fl)[M]. N ow, if there is a monomorphism ~1 + p or, equivalently, an isomor- 
phism ,0 ” a: $ (Y’, then e(fi)[M] can be obtained by first forming the u-dimensional 
manifold 2 of zeroes of a generic section of the (7~ - a-plane bundle cy’, and then eval- 
uating the Euler class e(a) on the (twisted integer) fundamental class [Z] E H, (M; zn): 
e(P)[M] = +e(a)(p[Z,x: Ez ” L / 21). (0.9) 
Hence if we define the nonnegative integer /~(a) by 
k(rw) Z = e(a) (,L( Z2,(IU; 0))) C Z (0.10) 
the class of e(p) [M] mod /X((Y) is an obstruction to the cxistencc of a nonstable monomor- 
phism Q ‘--f 0. 
We will prove in Section 2: 
Theorem 6. Assume thut n, is even and 7~1 (,O) = 7~1 (Al). Then W(Q, /3) = 0 if and only 
if the following conditions hold: 
(i) W”(cy,p) = 0; and 
(ii) e(/3)[M] is at2 itzteger multiple of a; and 
(iii) in the cuse ~~lze~ k:(o) is ever arlrl r~~r~vivial (and hence so is n), then 
C@)[M]/k(tu), t k a en mod 2, equals a certuin Ivellde$ned (“seconduty”) invariant 
,$(cY,/~) E .i& ( ~1’1~ tr I h ‘. d erivedfrom W”‘(CY $ R, /7), <fI (2.5)). 
The extra condition (iii) reflects the fact that in (0.9) the unoriented bordism class 
[Z c M] E C%(M) corresponds to W”(CW $ Iw, 4); this implies possibly an additional 
restriction for the Euler number of 0. 
Corollary 7. Assume n $ 71, E O(2) und WI (/3) = WI (M). Then C(N, /3) = 0 fund only 
if~“‘(~, p) and the Euler class e(p) E H”(M; 2~1) vanish. 
Next we turn our attention to the forgetful homomorphism f which relates the full 
obstruction ~((2, 0) (see Thcorcm I) to the weak obstruction W(cu, 0) discussed above. 
Define cohomology classes A, B E H3(M; %I) by 
A := ~~(7) + wl (0 - rr)wz(?j) (cf. (0.8)) 
= (w,(M) + sq’) (W# - o! - TM)) (0.11) 
and 
B := 7111 (p ~ TM) (?U# - TM) + 101 (M)2 + ‘11/[ (CY)W, (0 - a)). 
As a sample result we will prove in Section 4: 
(0.12) 
Theorem 8. Let a = 3 and II = 2(4). 
[f WI (0) = IQ (M), then f : fb(P(m); @) + &(F’(N); @) is injective precisely when 
A # 0 (01; equivalently, when the homomorphism 
(702(7/) ) o sq’ : H”-‘(M; &) --f H’“(M; &) 
is nontrivial); otherwise ker f ” &. 
If 7111 (0) # 701 (M). then f und the ohviotis homomorphism 
(A, B) : & cti Z:2 + H3(M; &) 
(dejined by (0.11) nr~I (0.12)) h ave isomorphic kernels; in particular; f is injective 
precisely when the cohomologp clusses A und B ure linearly independent. 
Corollary 9. Let CL = 3 uttd 6 < *rL = 2(4). Assume (i) WI (fi) = WI (n/r) and A # 0; or 
(ii) ~11 (0) # ~~1 (M) and A; B are linearly independent. 
Then (Y can be realized us a sLthbutldle (tip ifund only ;f7un(ppcy) = w,,_~(~~LY) = 0 
und $ itI case (i), also the Euler cluss e(p) E H” (M; 2,~) vanishes. 
Problem 10. Met@ the exfru Z-invuriants when there are litteur relations involving 
the cohomolog~~ clusses A (cmd B). 
A promising hint towards a partial solution is given in Remark 4. I. 
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As soon as the existence question has a positive answer, we are faced with the 
Classification question. How many homotopy classes of nonstable or stable monomor- 
phisms from cr to p are there? 
Again our methods are very well suited to attack this problem since for n > 2a + 1 
the difference construction d(u~, -) establishes a bijection between the set of homotopy 
classes of nonstable (or stable) monomorphisms on one hand and the normal bordism 
group &(P(Q); @) (or L?, (P” x M; @) respectively) on the other hand (cf. [5, Theorem 
4.141). 
In Section 3 we will extend diagram (0.5) to a braid of four exact sequences and, for 
low lc, we will extract a new exact sequence containing the forgetful homomorphism 
L&(P(C$;@) 9 ?7i,(P- x M;@) (0.13) 
into the (“weak stable”) group to the right (which can be expressed entirely in terms 
of homology groups with mod 2 or twisted integer coefficients, cf. Proposition 1.2). 
Often this yields useful information on the kernel of forg, both in the existence setting 
k: = a - l-when ker(forg) contains the more delicate aspects of the full nonstable 
obstruction w((Y, /3-and in the classifcation setting k: = a. 
For an illustration consider the cast when a = 2 and n is odd. Define elements in 
H*(M; Z2) by 
c := WJ(?]) + 7lJ, (M)(w2(a) + ‘?/?I (a)w, (P)) + ( 1 n ; 2 WI (77)32(Q) (0.14) 
and 
D := U/2(/3 - a) + w?_(M) + 
71, ~ 2 ( 1 2 (W (Ly)W (P - TM) + W(a)). (0.15) 
Also define a homomorphism ;? as the dual ot 
a* : z?‘2 @ H’ (M; Z,) = H’ (P” x M; %) + H’(M; Z:2) 
where 
(0.16) 
a*(cJ/):=c.C+y.D+y2 (?1,,(fif) + (‘“;2)W,(“)). 
(Note, e.g., that for n. E l(4) we have Ti* (I, w1(/3 ~ a)) = A, cf. (0. I I).) 
In Section 5 we will prove: 
Proposition 11. Assume a = 2 und n odd. Then the lastjve arrows in 
3 z2 3 n, (P(,);@) pofol;g H,(M) --f 0 
always form a welldefined exact sequence (which relates the full singularity obstruction 
group to the indicated mod 2 homology groups). 
The full sequence above is wellde$ned and exact urrder the following extra assumption: 
l when n f l(4): &(A!) # wz(fi); 
l when n f 3(4): WI(M) # 0 or Z,(jM) # wz(p - 0~). 
In particular, if n 3 5 and D # 0, then UJ+I (0 - a) is the only obstruction to 
realizing (Y as a sub-planebundle of P-a result which was already established previously 
by M.H. de P.L. Mello via Postnikov methods (cf. [9, Theorem l.l]). 
While results such as the (second part of the) last proposition can be very useful for 
computing the cardinality of &(P(o); @), i.e., (if n > 2a + 1) the number of homotopy 
classes of nonstable monomorphisms u : a q /3 (if any), we also want to understand the 
kernel and the cokernel of the stabilising homomorphism 
st,:n,(P(Cy);@) + &(P” x M;@). (0.17) 
Indeed, (ker(st,) / equals the number of different homotopy classes of nonstable monomor- 
phisms which stabilize to the same homotopy class of stable monomorphisms CYQ RN pi 
/3@RN, N > 1. Similarly, Icoker(st,)/ ‘Lmeasures” the “percentage” of stable monomor- 
phisms which are not homotopic to (stabilized) nonstable monomorphisms. Thus both 
these cardinalities are of central interest here along with the cardinality Ifl,(P(o);@)l. 
In the following sample results, to be proved in Section 5, we make use of defini- 
tions (0.11) and (0.14)-(0.16). All homology groups will have mod 2 coefficients. 
Theorem 12. Assume a = 2 and n odd. Then there is a welldeflned integer ~(0, ,13) E 
( 1,2} such rhar 
(i) I&(P(o);@)j = ~(cr,,!?). lker? IkerDI. 
In particular; we have always 
4. /HI( Jfb(W 3 Ip@(,.)?q 3 Jfflpf)l I~*(W~/IH3(~)l. 
(ii) The stabilizing homomorphism stz (cf. (0.17)) is onto if n 3 l(4) and D = 0. 
Otherwise coker(stz) ” Zl (and then for n > 5 only half-if any-of the homotop) 
classes of stable monomorphisms contain unstable ones). 
(iii) For n E l(4) we have 
Iker(stz)l = K(cY,~) Iker(ll’(M) pr<’ H3(M)/&. A) 1 
For n zz 3(4) stz is injective if M is orientable or C $ a*(H’(M)); otherwise 
kcr(st2) 2 &. 
The following two sample calculations show that the estimates in (i) cannot be im- 
proved in general. 
Special Case 12(a). Under the extra assumption in Proposition 11 we have ~,(a, 0) = 1. 
Special Case 12(b). If the cohomology class w2(@) = (“,“)x’ + zw1 (M) + UJ~(V) on 
P” x M is trivial, then so are C, D and a*, and we have 
IQ2(P(4;@)I = 41H,(M)j. Iff2(4 and &(qP) = 2; 
moreover St2 is injective with cokemel & 
Corollary 13. If a = 2, 77, z 3(4), ?II,,_ 1 (0 - o) = 0 and D # 0, then the rmrnher oj 
honzotopy classes of rlonstable tIlotf0rllorpllisrll.s 11 : 0 ct 4 equals 
iIkcrZ*/. lHz(AJ)I (6 /HIP IH~(M)~) 
arid coker(st2) ” Z2. 
We finish with an illustration of Theorem 12 (to be discussed in more detail in Sec- 
tion 5). 
Example 14. Let P and Q be nonempty conncctcd closed smooth manifolds of dimen- 
sions 2 and n - 2 respectively (where n is odd, ‘~7, > 5). Put 1cI := P x Q and let 
o := proj;(TP) be the suhbundlc of tangent planes along P in p := TM. 
Then st2 is bijective (i.e., each homotopy class of stable monomorphisms from cy to 
p contains precisely one homotopy class of nonstable monomorphisms) if and only if 
1% = l(4), Hi(M;&) = 0 and K(CY, i-I) = I. 
For discussing other combinations of (non)surjcctivity and (non)injectivity of stz define 
e := 0 or 1 according to whether n. equals 1 or 3 mod 4 respectively (i.e., n = 2e+ l(4)). 
Special Case 14(a’). P is the real projective plane. Then coker(st2) Z &, Moreover, 
St2 is injective if wi (Q)2-E # 0; otherwise ker(st2) “? Z2. 
E.g., if Q = Pn-’ x 5” the 32 homotopy classes of nonstable monomorphisms CY 9 p 
stabilize to half of the 64 homotopy classes of stable monomorphisms. 
If Q = PTap2, then up to homotopy there are as many nonstable monomorphisms as 
there are stable ones (in both casts their number is 16(! + l)), but ker(st2) ” Z2 and 
hence stabilization is partly 2: 1 and partly 0: 1. 
Special Case 14(a”). P is orientable, but 71~1 (Q)2 # 0. Then 
Ifl2(P(4;@) ( = 4 Ifh( 
where q 2 2 denotes the number of elements ?/ E H’(Q) such that 2/. 2ui (Q)’ = ?-J~ 
2~~ (Q). Moreover coker(st;?) 2 Z?, and the maximum number of pairwise nonhomotopic 
monomorphisms cy q ,0 which are all stably homotopic equals 
Iker(st2)1 = { 
9 if 71, % l(4), 
2 if 7t, E 3(4). 
Note that y can be arbitrarily large, c.g., when Q = Sn-s x ($ (P’ x S’)), N >> 0. 
Conventions and notatiorls 
Throughout this paper one of the central tools for calculations is Theorem 9.3 of [5], 
together with the wellknown useful facts (9.4)-(9.1 1) collected there for the convenience 
of the reader. (Actually, fact (9.7) can be made more explicit in the following special 
case: if S is the zero set of a generic section in a vector bundle y over a closed smooth 
manifold N, then D(S) equals the Euler class e(r) of y and 
(c I S) [Sl = *c 4~)Pv (0.18) 
for all c E H*(N)). This “toolkit” (together with basic results of Conner und Floyd [2] 
on standard bordism) will often enable the reader to attack even delicate computations in 
normal bordism. A standard first step is to calculate the first two Stiefel-Whitney classes 
of the coefficient bundle. E.g., for 
Qi = X @ (p - (Y) - TM 
(cf. (0.2)) we have 
7111 (@) = (77, - u)x + 7111 (I]) 
and 
7m(@) = ( 1 rL ; n :I? + n:(w, (M) + (n - a - l)w, (q)) + ?@(?T) 
where (throughout this paper) n: := ‘~11 (X) and X denotes the canonical line bundle over 
the real projectification P(o) of (Y or over PO” x hf. Throughout this paper we will also 
abbreviate r1 := ,/J - N ~ TM (cf. (0.8)) and 
8,(X) := QR, (X x B0(2);@ + r), 
(compare 15, 9.31). 
X = P(a) or P” x M 
Given a c-plane bundle y”, [, := AC-y and &, will denote the corresponding orientation 
line bundle and system of twisted integer coefficients, respectively; if y is the tangent 
bundle TN of a smooth manifold N, WC will also write [N and 2~. This can also be 
defined for virtual vector bundles; e.g., 
(0% < 
i 
x @ E7, if 71, $ a(2); 
71 if n E n(2) 
(cf. (0.19)). 
ZI; := Z/k: Z denotes the cyclic group of order k > 0; Za := Z. When not specified 
differently, all (co)homology groups will have coefficients in &. 
Obvious pullbacks will often not be indicated. Upper indices often denote the dimen- 
sion; e.g., Rk’ is the trivial k-plane bundle (when the base space is obvious). 
forg, incl, red, 7r or proj, and p denote obvious forgetful, inclusion, reduction, projec- 
tion and Hurewicz maps, respectively. 
Y(S, M) and v(S) denote the normal bundle of S c M and the stable normal bundle 
of S, respectively. 
1x1 is the cardinality of the set X. 
1. The (weak) stable obstruction G”(cY, p) 
In this section we will prove Theorem 2 and Corollary 3 of the introduction. Corollary 4 
follows then from Proposition 9.1 of [5]. 
Given any coefficient bundle Q, = @+ - @- as well as a c-plane bundle y over a space 
X, let the homomorphism 
n, : L?*(X; a’) + n*_,(x; CD + ?‘) (1.1) 
be defined as follows. If 
w = [s 8, x, h:TS*~*(@+) 2 !I”(@_)] 
lies in the domain of A,, let 2 c S be the zero set of a generic section of the c-plane 
bundle g*(y) over S and USC the obvious isomorphism ~(2, S) F g*(y) 1 2 to define 
the bordism class 
A,(w) := [z yl x, TZ @ {/I*(@+ cay) ” .(Il*(@-)]. (1.2) 
Both this homomorphism A, and its weak analoguc 
&:5*(X;@) + G*_,(X;@ + 7) (1.3) 
fit into exact Gysin sequences (compare Salomonsen [12, 5.31; or also [5, 9.201) 
Example 1.1. A,(w”~(cY 4: R%fl)) = ti”(<~!fl) and z~(W”‘(a $ lR,/3)) = W”‘(CY,~). 
Indeed, the projection cy $ R + R, when restricted to the kernel line bundle g*(X), 
provides the needed section (compare 17, 2.71). 
Here and in the sequel X is the canonical lint bundle over P” or, more generally, 
over (any subspace of) a product space PO0 x Y, and 71 denotes the projection to Y. The 
induced homomorphisms, together with 2~ and obvious forgetful homomorphisms, now 
allow us to determine the group in which sS”(a, p) lies. 
Proposition 1.2 (cf. [7, 2.31). E’or- ~11 i E Z 
This follows at once from the more general 
Proposition 1.3. Let Y be a topological spuce and let @ be a virtual vector bundle over 
Pm x Y whose orientution bundle has the form 
for some d E 2%~ and some virtual vector bundle v over Y. 
Then,for all i E Z we have cunonical isomorI>hisms (induced by ?r and 2~) 
T&(P” x Y;@) ” 
{ 
T&(Y) lyd= 1, 
_ 
Q,(Y; 71) ci3 Tt,_, (Y) ij.(1 = 0. 
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Proof. Let w = [S 4 q=b7i’s’) P” x Y,h] be any element oT??~(P” x Y;@). 
If d = 1: ?i is equivalent to an isomorphism 
g;(x) s [,s @ !/2+(E,,) (1.4) 
which determines the classifying map gt Hence the pair of data (gt , &) is redundant and 
may be dropped: w corresponds to the unoriented bordism class 
7r*(w) = [S 3 Y] E fln,(AJ). 
Conversely, given a singular manifold S 3 Y, add a classifying map gt of the line 
bundle <S @G g;(<,,) to obtain 
7r;’ ([S: Q]) := [s (@Z) P” x Y, X]. (1.5) 
If d = 0. then [Q = T*(<,,) and the homomorphism ?r, (which keeps track of orient- 
ation information), together with 7r* o 2x, maps w bijectivcly to the pair ([S, gz:%], 
[Z, g2 1 21) (compare (I 2)). Indeed, the exact bordism sequence of the pair of spaces 
(P”, P” - P”-‘) x Y, N > 0 , gives rise to the splitting short exact sequence 
o--It,(Y&pP" x Y;@) 
a, - 
,-Lc?_\(P” x Y;@+fX)-0 
KP 
T* E (1.6) 
MT-I(Y) 
as in [7, 2.31; here RP[g : Z + P’” x Y:h] is represented by the projectification L = 
P(g*(X) @ Pg). together with the canonical line bundle over L and other obvious canonical 
data. WC have 2~ o RP E Id and Z, o RP s 0. In particular, the inverse of the 
isomorphism (F*, YT+ o Ax) is given by incl, + RF’ o T;‘. 0 
Now we proceed to prove Theorem 2 and Corollary 3. By Proposition 1.2 either 
Ij5’(0 @ iR,p) or Ws’(cy~/3) 1’ res m an unoriented bordism group and hence has order 2. 
Therefore the last claim of Theorem 2 follows from Example 1. I. 
Next consider the commuting diagram of canonical forgetful and Hurewicz homomor- 
phisms 
where N > 0. Note that Wbt(cr![j) may bc represented by a submanifold S c PN x M 
dual to 
(cf. (0.18) and [5, 2.15, 5.3 and 9.91). Moreover, due to the stable vector bundle iso- 
morphism II : v(S) ” @ 1 S all Stiefel-Whitney numbers of red(WS’(N1 0)) depend only 
on p o red(GS’(a, p)). H ence, in view of [2, 17.21, the following three conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) red(G”‘(a, /3)) = 0; 
(ii) I_L o red(ZSt(a, 0)) = 0; and 
(iii) wj(p - cy) = 0 for all ,j > n, -- n. 
Theorem 2 follows now from Proposition 1.2, Example 1 .I and the Wu relation 
wzi+t = (7u, + sqyw2i (cf. [151). 
For the proof of Corollary 3 recall that ozi(fl $ CY’) = wzi(p - a) while the (twisted 
integer) cohomology class o~%+I (/3 cis cr’) = 6*(oz1(p $ CX’)) reduces to w2i+t (p - cy) 
(cf. [lo, p. 1431). So it remains only to consider the case a = n(2). Then the refined 
Hurewicz homomorphism 
maps the extra obstruction ?~,(W”(Q, /3)) to the PoincarC dual of on-,+1 (p@&) (cf. [5, 
5.31). Under the hypotheses (ii) or (iii) of Corollary 3 the remaining obstructions in the 
kernel of cn_t can be detected by Stiefel-Whitney numbers involving wj(/3 - cy), j > 
n - a. This follows again as above from [I 1, 0.121 or from [2, 17.51; Pontryagin numbers 
play no role here since 2Ws’(o, p) = 0. 0 
2. The (weak) nonstable obstruction W(CY., p) 
In this section we study the stabilization homomorphism 3 (see diagram (0.5)) and we 
prove Theorems 5 and 6 as well as Corollary 7 of the introduction. 
Pick any vector bundle monomorphism (Y ij RN+‘, N > 0, and consider the re- 
sulting decomposition RN+’ = cu @ cv’ (of the trivial bundle over 111) as well as the 
projectifications P(N), P(cy’) c PN x M. Note that P(a) is a deformation retract of 
PN x M - P(d). Th us we obtain the long exact Gysin sequence . 
from the indicated Thorn isomorphism (intersecting with P(&)). Here the stabilizing 
homomorphism St = incl, forgets about X lying in (the pullback of) Q and retains only 
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the underlying abstract line bundle; in turn, the homomorphism 7 := a,,, (cf. (1.3)) 
measures the obstruction to embedding X into cr. 
Proposition 2.1. If (i) n is odd and j < a + 1; or if (ii) w1 (p) # w,(M) and j < a; 
then 
st:,n,_, (P(a);@) f Zj_,(P” x M;@) 
is injective. 
Proof. We have to establish the surjectivity of the homomorphism 7 = nx,, in (2.1). 
Pick arbitrary elements y E Hj-“(M; &) and 
w = [sg=*) P” x M,h] E Q3(P” x M;@) 
Then, by (0.18), (1.2) and [5, 9.91 we have 
y(@(W))) = yW,(x @ o)[S] = y 
c 
2 W, (x)‘UJa-i(a) [s]. (2.2) 
GO ) 
This sum can be simplified considerably if 92 factors through a low-dimensional sin- 
gular manifold in M and hence (the pullbacks of) all higher-dimensional cohomology 
classes of M vanish in (2.2). 
First we study the case (i): n is odd and j -a < 1. By Proposition 1.3 we may identify 
the range of 7 with M,_,(M) ” Hj-,(M; Z.2). Let any bordism class 
z = [Z & M] E 9’&,(M) 
be given. 
If a $ n(2), consider the element 
Pa z = [s := Pa x 2 3 2 3 n/I] 
of $(M) ” ?=&(I= x M; @) (cf. Proposition 1.2). We get in (2.2) 
Y(I_1(7(P”4)) =Y(~~I(S)+w(d)aISl 
= yllJ[ (P)“[S] 
= y p(z). 
Hence 7(pa z) = z and 7 is onto. 
If a G n.(2), consider the composite map 
s := P((& @ <,) 63 R) + S’ := Pa-’ x Z + Z 3 M 
which, together with the tautological line bundle X over the projectification S, yields the 
element RP(P”-’ 2) of L?j(P” x M; @) ( see (1.6)). Since a, o RP = Id, we have 
again 
y(/+(RP(P’-’ z)))) = 2/. 711~ (X)“[S] 
= Y (WI (S’) + 7UI (q))“-’ [S’] 
= Y(W) 
(cf. (0.18)) and 7 is onto. 
It remains to show that 7 is nontrivial in the case (ii) when n, is even, j = a and there 
exists a map e : 5” + M such that li*(wl (p) + ~1 (M)) # 0 (and hence the range of 7 
is &, e.g., by [5, 9.31). If (7. = 2k + I then 
T([S := P2k x s’ lopr:’ M]) = ii, (w,(S) + w,(7/))iwa_i(cY)[s] 
= (sq’ + WI (77) + 7111 (a)) (20, (S) + ~~d~))2kFl 
= (w,(p) + 7111 (M))w, (P*k)*k[P*k x S’] # 0. 
Similarly, if n is even we see that 7 is nontrivial on the clement RP(P”-*, [Cl) constructed 
as above. 0 
Now Theorem 5 of the introduction follows from the special case j = a of Proposi- 
tion 2.1. 
For the proof of Theorem 6 and its corollary assume that n. is even and wi (p) = PQ (M) 
or, equivalently, that L?o(Pm x n/r; X C$ p ~ TM) g Z (e.g., by [5, 9.31). Then the exact 
sequence (2.1) takes the form 
f&(P” x Ill;@) z3 z ---t 62,_,(P(a);Y) 3 L?,_,(P” x M;@) 
w w (2.3) 
w(tu, 8) iY(cX, p) 
Similarly, X gives rise to the exact (horizontal) Gysin sequence 
E&P” x M;@) &?,(M;CI) =QL(Pm x M;@- X) si=l-,_,(P” x M;@) 
e(cF)op=L L W w (2.4) 
Z w”‘(a @ R, p) WSi(CY, /3) 
If n is odd then 2x,, (in (2.3)) and A, (in (2.4)) vanish identically since both 
homomorphisms factor through the linite group Q, (P” x M; X @ &) 2 ‘X,(M) (cf. 
Proposition 1.3); in particular, k(cx) = 0 in (0.10). 
If n is even then still 
image(AxB,) = image(A,) = X.(N) z 
while image(& o a) = 2k:((r) Z. Indeed, given any bordism class 
w= [g=(g,,g2):s+PmxM, h.]ER,(PmxM;cr), 
each zero of a section of y* (X @ LY) or g;(a) over S lifts to two zeroes of the same sign 
over the double cover S’(g*(X)): 24 XB~(W) = A,(d(w)) = 2&[S,dl). 
Now assume also that Z’(a, p) = 0. Then there exists a class W E fi’,(M; a), unique 
up to image($), such that incl, (W) = Wst(o@ IR, p), cf. Example I. 1 and (2.4). Therefore 
the residue class 
‘$(% 0) := [ &(~)] E z2k(u) (2.5) 
is well defined and independent of the choice of 3. If k(o) = 0 (e.g., if CL is odd), clearly 
~$(cY,~) vanishes. Otherwise, Z”‘(tr ci3 IR./3) E T&,(M) (cf. Proposition 1.2) and hence 
still 2 $((Y, 0) = 0, and we can consider $(a, 0) as an element in &(c Z~~(ru~). 
We want to relate PI/ to Z(n, 0) on one hand and to e(P)[jV] on the other 
hand, Consider the zero set R C P(a cts !R) of a generic section of X @ /3; together 
with appropriate orientation data it represents W(Q CB R, /3) (cf. [S, 2.151). The projection 
<~cfjIR + Ps trivializes X outside of the submanifold S = R n P(ac~ii(O}) which represents 
w((x! 0). Now pick a (stable) nulbordism G: W + P” x M of S, complete with an 
appropriate isomorphism H of orientation line bundles. Cut a tubular neighbourhood 
T E v(S, R) E X 1 S of S out of R and-along the resulting boundary S-attach the 
double cover w of W which corresponds to G*(X). The resulting singular manifold in 
Pm x AZ is bordant to R, but the pullback of X is now trivial. Thus (R - T) U % 
represents an element W as required in the construction of $(o! 0) above, and it remains 
to evaluate 2,. 
Extend the inclusion X / S C CI j S to a generic section of G*(X 53 o) over W. The 
signs of its zeroes add up to 
(cf. (2.1)) and therefore 
~(a: 0) = [i] E ker($ g Z:kca) (2.6) 
(cf. (2.3)). Moreover, the corresponding lifted section of (Y over @ contributes the sum- - 
mand 2% to ,(II(N,P) = [A,[(R - T) U WI]. On the other hand, the canonical section 
over R ~ T (given by the composite 1 c !R 2 X c cy @ II2 + cu) has its zeroes at the 
intersection of R with P({O} @ Ps) = M and hence contributes *e(p)[M]. 
We conclude that W(N, p) = 0 if and only if 
is trivial. In the case k:(a) = 0 this holds precisely if the integer e(p)[A4] vanishes. If 
k(n) is odd and divides e(P)[M], then [2’] z IS a multiple both of 2 and of k:(a) and hence 
vanishes in &A.(~). Theorem 6 and Corollary 7 follow. 0 
3. A useful exact sequence 
In this section we combine Gysin sequences such as (2.1) with the singularity sequences 
of [5] (see in particular Theorem 9.3). For low a and k the resulting exact sequence 
relates the (full) nonstable normal bordism groups flk(P(a);@) (which are of decisive 
importance for nonstable existence and classification questions) directly to the (weak) 
stable groups flnk:(P” x M; @) determined in Proposition 1.2. 
Assume k < 4 and consider the diagram 
(3.1) 
(for a discussion of commutativity see (3.6) below). 
If k < a the two wavy sequences involving f, ~7 o j and S are the exact singularity 
sequences defined in [5, Theorem 9.31 (here we put for short 
@j(X) = flj(X x B0(2);@ + r), X = P(Q) or P” x M, (3.2) 
where r := 72 @ EY2 + ty2 - 72 and ~1 denotes the canonical plane bundle over BO(2)). 
The two other sequences arc the Gysin sequence (2. I) and its normal bordism analogue; 
here 
~~:=~~(P”xM;X~,--TM)“~~to(POOxM;X~~--TM) (3.3) 
is Z or Z2 according to whether 
w,(X@fl--TM) = 722 + U/l (0) + 2111 (A,!!) 
vanishes or not (compare (2.3)). These four exact sequences correspond to the four arrows 
in diagram (0.5) and extend indefinitely to the right. 
The analoguous statements remain true for k = a + 1 provided the following two 
“pinching conditions” hold: the obvious forgetful (epi)morphisms 
L?; := R,(PO” x M;xxP-TM) 5 Q,(P” x M;X@@--TM) (3.4) 
and 
st: o,_, (P(a)) 5 S,_,(P” x M) (3.5) 
are bijective as indicated. Indeed, this just means that each of the two pairs of sequences 
can be “pinched together” at the (coinciding) third (“singularity”) terms. (The corre- 
sponding pinching conditions for k < a hold automatically.) 
Theorem 3.1. Assume k < 4. If (i) k < u; 01’ (f (ii) k = a + 1 and the “pinching 
conditions” (3.4) and (3.5) hold; then the seqrlence 
f&(P(c?);@) ‘3 E,(F x M;@) @F Ok-2(Prn x 111) @ L?;_, 
5 Q-, (P(Q.); @) j . 
(extending inde$nitely to the right) is exact; here forg := f 0 st = 3 o f. 
((f k < a, this sequence remains exact when extended to the kft by the homomorphism 
Ok-1 (P(O!)) CH f&-a+, (P” x M; x @ p - TM) J-4’ fink (P(cY); CD),. 
Proof. This follows from standard diagram chasing as soon as we know that diagram 
(3. I) commutes everywhere (at least up to signs), i.e., that the homomorphism 
bouoj-6/07:f2~(P~ x M; @) + f&-, (P(Q); @) (3.6) 
is trivial. Thus consider an arbitrary bordism class 
z= ZAP” [ x M; h:& ” g*(&)] E -nk(P” x A/z;@). 
If Ic < a + I we may choose generic vector bundle homomorphisms 
u:g”(X) --f g*(o) 
and 
h:TZ@g*(@+) + g*(F) 
with disjoint singularities S,: St, c 2 of dimensions Ic - a and k - 2, respectively. Here 
we norm dimensions so that outside of the singularities h is a codimension-I monomor- 
phism and hence determines a vector bundle isomorphism (use K). Similarly, outside of 
the singularities u allows to factor g through P(o). Now drill tubular neighbourhoods 
T,, and Tf, of S, and Sh, respectively, out of 2. We obtain the desired nulbordism of 
6 o g,i(z) - 6’ o 7(z) where the summands correspond to aTh and aT,, respectively 
(absorb a possibly different h-sign into the definition of 5’). q 
Remark 3.2. It is amusing to note that the commutativity proof above (more precisely: 
the disjointness argument for S, and Sh) breaks down as soon as k 2 a + 2, i.e., 
immediately outside of the dimension range which is relevant for our existence and 
classification problems. 
Next we make the extra assumptions in the second (“classification”) case in the last 
theorem more explicit. 
Proposition 3.3. The “$rst pinching condition” (3.4) is equivalent to the following: 
l Ifn is odd: n s 3(4) or WZ(~) # 02(M); 
l if n, is even: ~1 (p) # (T)w~ (0 - TM) or w(P - TM)(fJz(M; &-TM)) # (0). 
Proof. According to [5, Theorem 9.31 condition (3.4) holds if and only if the singularity 
homomorphism 
CT 0 j2 = U/2($) 0 /.A: T&pm x M;,$) + z:2 
is nontrivial; here $ := X CO fi - TM and hence 
wI ($) = n,.z + II)] (/3 - TM) 
(3.7) 
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as in (3.3), and 
Now consider an arbitrary bordism class z = [Z. g = (91 ,gz),h] in the domain of 
croj2. 
If n is odd, we have over the surl’acc Z: x k’ <x cci [pTI1/I and hence 
Wz($) = 
0 
‘; ( WI z + 701 (,!-I ~ mq2 + (sq’ + 7111 (p ~ TM)) (711, (M)) ( 1 
+7n&Y - TM). 
This is nontrivial when 71, E 3(4), 2 = P’ and ~12 is constant, or when n E I(4) and 
702(74) = 7u2(p) + UI2(M) # 0 on Z. 
If n is even, then <+ = E~-T~J and from Proposition I .3 we obtain the decomposition 
2 = 25’ + z” = [Z, (constant, T/Z), h] + [Z”: (!/I, L 0 proj), h”] 
where e: 5” + M is a loop and ~11 classifies the tautological line bundle over the 
projectification Z” = P(B*(&) $ R). Cl earl y g 0 jz(z’) = w:(p - TM)(g2*[Z]) where 
the class gz*[Z] lies in the image OP the (mod2 reduction of the) @morphism 
(cf. [I 1, (0.12)]). On the other hand WC conclude from (0.18) that 
noj,(p’~)=~((~)l:+il~,(:i))[z~~] 
=K 1 ‘2” 7111 (7/J) + 7111 (P) (“* [s’]). 1 0 
Proposition 3.4. The “second pir2ching conditim ” (3.5) holds at leust in the following 
cases: 
(i) a = 1; 
(ii) a < 3 und n E 2 01’ 3(4); 
(iii) a = 2 and the “$r.st pinc/Grq cotditim” (3.4) holds. 
Proof. As in diagram (3.1) the cpimorphism st in (3.5) fits into a normal bordism Gysin 
sequence and has trivial kernel if and only if the homomorphism 
T.L?,(P” x M x BO(2); @ + r) + z2 
(which counts the zeroes of sections in X 6~ a) is onto. Projective space P”, together 
with the inclusion into P”, a constant map to M, a classifying map of R’ (or X CR IF!) 
and a stable trivialization of (n + 1)X (or (n + 2)X respectively), yields enough normal 
bordism classes to show that 7 is nontrivial in casts (i) and (ii). 
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So assume a = 2 and consider the commuting diagram 
:-,-.- 
(3.8) 
It follows from [S, top of p. 1021 that the horizontal sequence is exact. Therefore 7 $ 0 
if and only if ~U~(LY - X) # 7112(Q) in H*(P” x M;&), i.e., 
0 ; X2 + X(7!,, (0) + ??~‘lUl (Tj’)) + 7112(Q) + 7&(v) # 0. (3.9) 
E.g., if n. E l(4), this amounts to 7ul(Ly) + 71/1(M) or else wz(cy) + 7U2(~j) = 
zu2(/3) + @(n/r) being nontrivial and is implied by the first “pinching condition” (see 
Proposition 3.3). If n g O(4) and (3.4) holds, then WI (/3) # 0 or else-by Proposition 3.3 
and [l 1, 0.12]-there exists a singular surface (Z,g) in M such that over 2 we have: 
7111(Z) = 7ul(/3 - TM) and 
7u2(cY) + 71’2(7/) = 7112@ - TM) + sgl (74 (a)) + ‘UII (a)* # 0; 
in either case inequality (3.9) follows. 0 
4. Existence of 3-plane fields: an example 
In this section we calculate some of the homomorphisms in diagram (3.1) and, in 
particular, we deduce Theorem 8 of the introduction. 
From now on all (co)homology groups will have mod 2 coefficients unless specified 
otherwise. 
Also, we assunzefor the remainder of the paper that n $ a(2). Then by (0.19) 
7q (~3) = z + Sol and 
w2(@) = x2 + xwt (M) + ~~(77). (4.1) 
Moreover, for k 6 3 there are canonical isomorphisms 
(4.2) 
such that for every singular k-manifold y : 2 + M and all y E Hkp2(M) we have 
?/(P’([QIl)) = g*(Y) 701 (Z)“[Zl (4.3) 
(cf. Proposition 1.2, (0.18) as well as [2, 8.1 and 17.21, together with Wu relations). 
Applying this, e.g., to the domain of the singularity homomorphism cr o j in (3.1) for 
Ic = 3 (see also [S, Theorem 9.31, WC obtain the commuting diagram 
EqP~ x M;@) 
flo.71 
>8,(P3” x M) 
II 
f; 
i 
(” Ifi‘ w2(@)#0) 
%3(M) H,(PO” x M) (4.4) 
II II 
E&(M) $ H,(M) (O’P”) z- z2 Cl? H, (M) 
We compute the resulting homomorphisms CJ’ and 0”. Given z = [Z,g] E %3(M), 
recall that z = GUI must be substituted by WI(Z) + WI(~) (cf. (1.5)). Thus by Wu 
relations 
a’(z) = xw2(@)[2] 
= 
K > 
n, ; a (sq’ + W] (77))CC2 + x2711,(M) + (sq’ + WI (v))w*(q) [Z] 
> 
and for all y E H’ (M) 
y(ru, (z)2 + WI (q)*) + (Sq’ + wt (TI))Y’uIl (M) + Y~~2(7?) 
) 
PI 
= ( > n ; a yw, (.q2[2] + y2w1 (M)[Z] 
ty ( wz(q) + WI pq2 + WI (71) (7u,(w) + (‘“34)[21. (4.6) 
If in particular n - a = 3(4), we see that g” restricts to the identity map on Hi(M) 
while 
c’(z) + WI (P - e+“(Z) = (W?(V) + WI (P - +J2(~))&) 
=&(a) (4.7) 
(see (0.11)) depends only on the Hs(M)-part of z. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 8. So assume a = 3 and n = 2(4) and consider 
the forgetful homomorphism 
f:.n,(P(CY);@) -+ n,(P(Cy);@) (4.8) 
which maps the full obstruction o(ai,,@ to the weaker invariant C(a,fi) discussed in 
Theorems 5 and 6. Note that w*(Q) # 0 here. Due to the special form of A (cf. (0.11)) 
we also have the Wu relation 
A. Y + w(q) Sq’ (y) = (WI (W + Sq’) (w(q) t Y) = 0 
for all y E H”-s(M). 
(4.9) 
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First consider “case z” when w](p) = WI (M) (and hence fi; g Z). Here we can 
conclude from diagrams (3.1) and (4.4) that the kernel of f (cf. (4.8)) is isomorphic to 
the cokernel of (g’, a”) (since 7 = 0). Therefore, by (4.7) kerf is & or 0 according to 
whether the cohomology class A vanishes or not. 
Next we discuss the case WI (/3) # u~t(M). H ere we know from Proposition 2.1 and 
Theorem 3.1 that ker f = ker forg, is isomorphic to the cokernel of 
( 0’,#,7):nj(M) +&CRH,(M)CT3& (4.10) 
where we calculate as in (2.2), (4.5) and (4.6): 
5(z) = 2 (w, (2) + WI (a))‘-“Wi(u.)[Zl 
i=o 
= (sd + 7Ul(d) (WI m* + WI (d2 + w*(a)) [Z] 
hence 
+ ((WI (Z) + ‘IUI (7)) *WI (a) + ‘Iw (4) [Z] 
= 7u1@ - TM) (7u, (z)2 + 102(cy) + WI (p - 
7(Z) := 7111 (p ~ TM)a”(Z) + 7(Z) = B&z) 
(cf. (0.12)). Since cr” restricts to the identity map 
and (4.6)), we see finally that the homomorphism 
(a’ + 7u1(/3 - Iy)d’,7) : Hi + z* @ z* 
(cf. (4.7) and (4.12)) have isomorphic kernels. 
TM)*) [Z]; (4.11) 
(4.12) 
on the factor HI of n,(M) (cf. (4.4) 
f and the dual (A, B) of 
This completes the proof of Theorem 8. Corollary 9 follows now from Theorems 1, 
2, 5, and 6. 0 
Remark 4.1. Occasionally we can relate extra obstructions in the kernel of f to stable 
obstructions of lower order. E.g., consider the commuting diagram 
of Gysin homomorphisms and (horizontal) exact singularity sequences (cf. (1. l), (1.3) 
and [5, 9.31). Here u = [P’, 9, h], where 9 is defined by a constant map into M and by 
classifying maps for the nontrivial line bundle X and for X $ R. Clearly AA(V) # 0. 
Now assume a = 3 and n = 2(4). Then 6(v) g enerates a nontrivial &-factor of ker fz 
precisely if A is a multiple of B in the previous discussion (compare also (4.4)). If even 
0 oj, = 0 (_r, equivalently (cf. Proposition 1.3) if 7~1 (a) = 7u1(fl) and W(V) is trivial 
on H;?(M;ZM)), then Ax(s(v)) is th e nontrivial element of kerfl, and the resulting 
extra &obstructions in w((Y, p) and in A~(w(cr, 0)) = w”(cy, /3 $ IR) coincide (cf. also 
Example 1.1). 
5. Enumerating planefields 
In this section we assume that a = 2 and n, is odd. We will prove the statements 11-14 
of the introduction; thus for ~1, > 5 we will determine (or at least estimate) the number 
of nonstable and stable homotopy classes of monomorphisms from cy to p (if any). 
We start from diagram (3.1) and use the calculations (4.4)-(4.6) of goj3 which depend 
only on the d.@erence n. - CL. However, 7 depends on the dimension a itself. We obtain 
for z = [Z,g] E (s?,(M) and TJ E H’(M) as in (4.5) and (4.6) 
7J7(z) =-&Z) + ,i~~,(~i))‘_‘~~i(~~)[Z] 
i=O 
= (?/WI (z)* + :f,%1l(~Y) $- ?/(W, (a)7111 (77) + WI @I)* + G?(N))) [Z] 
(compare also (4. I 1)) and thcrcfore 
Y(z) := (T’(z) + ( 11:r (M) + (‘” 2 2)ii:,(‘,,))i(z) = C(&,) 
(cf. (4.5) and (0.14)); also, if WC dctinc 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(T/I := g” + n - 2 ( > 7 2 (5.3) 
we have by (4.6), (0.15) and (0.16) 
= ~*(Y)(l44)’ 
Similarly, in the %-dimensional 
M; @) 
“(2) = (7u, (z)* + 7111(1/y + 
(5.4) 
setting we have for z = [Z,g] E Tn,(M) E 7T2(Poo X 
aj,(z) = (w,(Z)’ + 1~:~ (71)‘) + 7uz(iij - N) + m2(M)) [Z] 
(cf. (4.1) and [5, 9.3]), and therefore 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
Proposition 5.1. Assun~e a = 2 ad ~1 odd. The11 there are horizontal exact sequences 
and the top exact sequence extends to the right as irl Proposition 1 1 of the introduction. 
(Here we writeforshort Ok:(X) := Rk:(X x B0(2);@+T).for X = P(a) or PO3 X M, 
cj? (3.2)). 
Proof. In view of Proposition 1.2 the bottom sequence is just the singularity sequence 
of [S, 9.31. As for the top line in the diagram above, we apply Theorem 3.1 and obtain 
the sequence 
which is welldefined and exact at least when starting with forg,. In view of (5.5) and 
(5.6) we have 7[P2, constant] # 0 and, after a suitable automorphism of & $ &, (~j2,~) 
has the form 
which allows us to split off a &factor at both sides. Moreover, ker(poforg2) = ker(forg,) 
coincides also with the kernel of f : f&(P(cx); CD) + f&(P(cy); @) (use Proposition 2.1); 
without loosing exactness we can therefore complete the top line in diagram of Proposi- 
tion 5.1 by the homomorphism gj, and 62 of the singularity sequence (cf. [5, 9.31). 0 
We can push our arguments a little further to prove also Proposition 11 of the introduc- 
tion. Note that the extra assumption there just means wz(@) # 0 plus the first pinching 
condition (3.4); hence it guarantees the full validity of the exact sequence (5.7) (cf. 
Proposition 1.3, Theorem 3.1, Propositions 3.3 and 3.4, (4.1), and (4.4)). After a suitable 
automorphism of its range, the homomorphism (~8, g”, Y) in (5.7) takes the form 
H3(M) @ H,(M) (T,cTI’,F) +zz @H,(M) $ H,(M) 
where 5 = (a’, 5”) factors through H3(M) an d - r restricts to the identity map on HI (M) 
(cf. (5.1)-(5.3)). Therefore we can split off a factor HI(M) at both sides to obtain the 
exact sequence in Proposition 11. 
Next we prove Theorem 12 of the introduction together with Special Cases 12(a) and 
12(b). If UJ~(@) (cf. (4.1)) vanishes on Pm x 111 and hence on P(o), then by [1 l] (see 
also the footnote in [5, 9.31) both homomorphisms 62 in Proposition 5.1 are injective, 
with domain an extension of & by HI (P(a)) ” H1 (P” x M) (by [5, 9.31 and a Gysin 
sequence argument). In particular in Proposition 5.1 st{ and stz are injective with cokernel 
0 and & respectively and all our claims follow in this case. 
So for the remainder of the proof we will assume that w?(G) is nontrivial on P” x M 
(and hence all vertical arrows in (4.4) are isomorphisms). 
Without assuming the first pinching condition we see that the epimorphism in (3.4) 
(with Iker/ < 2, cf. [5, 9.31) induces an epimorphism f from the quotient 
ker(st2) ” Qi (P” x M; X @ ,O - TM) / -r(f&(P” x 211; @)) 
(compare (2.1)) onto the corresponding “weak” quotient 
??, (P” x M; X @ fl- TM)/7 o f(fl,(Pw x M; @)) 
(compare also diagram (3.1)). We define 
K(cE,~) := Ikerfl (5.8) 
(e.g., ~(cr,p) = I if the first pinching condition happens to hold and, in particular, if 
n E 3(4), cf. Proposition 3.3)). Thus /ker(stz)I/K,(N,/3) equals the cardinality of the 
cokernel of the composite homomorphism 
7 / : ker(g’, a”) c Hi @ H,(M) 5 141 (AJ) 
(see Proposition 1.3, (3. I), (4.4)-(4.6) and (5. I)). 
If n E l(4), then 7 E Z” on the kernel of (cJ’, D”) and factors through the projection 
(in H3(M) ci3 Hi (111)) onto kcr(A : Hi + HI (M)) (cf. (4.6), (4.7), (5.3) and (5.4)). 
But clearly coker(F I) = cokcr(7 1 ker A) IS a so isomorphic to ker(proj o Z* 1 H’ (Ad)) I 
as claimed in Theorem 12(iii). 
If n z 3(4), 0” = 5” factors through H?(M) and is dual to Z* I H’(M) (cf. (5.3) 
and (5.4)) while 7 is the identity on H,(M). So only the condition 
0 = a’(z) = ~11 (M) (7 1 (2)) + C/L(Z), z E kcr(g’, u”), 
(cf. (5.2)) can prevent 7 / from being surjective. This is a true restriction precisely when 
714 (111) # 0 and for some v E H’ (M) WC have C = Z*(y) and hence 
w1(fVr)? 1 (z) = z*(y) (p(z)) = y+‘(z) = 0; 
in this case kerst2 E cokcr(? I) 2 &. 
Similarly we conclude from (3.1) that 
coker(st2) Z+ image(fll(P” x M; @) & &) 
is trivial precisely if 7 = m 0 92 on fj*(P” x Ad;@) or, equivalently, if n E l(4) and 
D = 0 (see (5.5) and (5.6)). 
Finally we establish the first claim in Theorem 12. If the “first pinching condition” 
(3.4) holds, it follows directly from Proposition 11. So it remains only to consider the 
case when n 3 l(4) and 71&3) = Ed (cf. Proposition 3.3). But then we have (cf. 
(0.11) and (0.14)-(0.16)) 
A + C = WI (/3) (II,, (0) - ‘WI (o)) (w, (a) + PUI (AZ)), 
D = wl (a) (7u, (N) + ‘WI @I)), 
and hence 
A = ;?* (1, wI @I)). 
Therefore 
IkerZ’I = v(A) Iker(H’(M) l”s’ H3(M)/&. A) / 
where the factor v(A) equals 2 or I accordin, 0 to whether A is trivial or not. But in view 
of (4.6), (4.7), (5.5) and Proposition 5.1 the same factor occurs also in the equation 
I&(F x M;@)I = v(A)IHz(M)( 
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and therefore the first claim in Theorem 12 follows from the other two claims: 
~J’&(P(N),@)I = Iker(st2)(limage(st2)1 
= K(N,~) /ker(proj o a* I)/ . v(A) IkerDl. 0 
Remark 5.1. Here is a more geometric characterisation of IC(CY, p) (cf. (5.8)): ,$cy, ,D) = 
1 if and only if ruz(@) # 0 on PO” x M and 6’ (cf. (3.1)) vanishes on the element 
6( 1) E 0; which is defined by an invariantly framed circle and a constant map. In other 
words, the rather delicate normal bordism class 6’ 0 6( 1) (described by a torus) must be 
trivial in @(P(0);@). 0 
Next we deduce Corollary 13 of the introduction. We can immediately exclude the 
case 71 = 3 where the Wu relation G*(M) = 0 implies that D = wrL_l (p ~ a). Thus 
II. > 7, 202(Q) # 0, the first pinching condition holds and therefore our claim follows 
from Theorem 1, Proposition 11, Theorem 12 and Special Case 12(a) of the introduction 
(compare also with [9, Theorem 1.11). 
For another illustration of Theorem 12 consider the bundles cy := proj;(TP) and 
fl := TAl over M = P x & as in Example 14 of the introduction. Put IL := WI (P) and 
li := IU, (Q). Then ~uz(q) = ;irjz(o) = 0 by Wu relations and hence A = 0, C = ILW(~L+~I) 
an d 
D= 1L2 + 7171 + 7j2. 
By Theorem 12(ii) and (iii), st2 is bijective precisely if r~ z l(4), D = 0 (and hence 
?J* = O), IC(N,/3) = I, and 0 is the only cohomology class y E H’(AJ) such that 
c*(w) = vy2 vanishes; then in particular ?J = 71, and hence all y, must be zero (and we 
are in neither Special Case 12(a) nor 12(b)). 
On the other hand, our example satisfies the extra assumption in Proposition 1 I if and 
only if 701 (hQpE # 0 where e := 0 or 1 such that n = 2L + l(4). Thus Special Case 
12(a) comprises both Special Cases 14(a’) and 14(a”). If P is the real projective plane 
then we have for c, d E Z2 and ?J E H’(Q) 
a* (c, d71. +  y) 
=++ (‘“3 +7L(?I+(C+d)7d+ (34 +7,y’+v’y. 
On the other hand, if 71 = 0, but u2 # 0, then C = 0, D # 0 and a* (c, y) = 7~71~ + 1~~7~ 
cannot vanish unless ?/ E H’ (Q). In both special cases the claims made in the introduction 
follow from Theorem 12. 0 
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